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Studies: End Matter

As heretofore BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES is to be a
volce for the community of latter day saint scholars contributions
voice
dealing with LDS thought history theology and related subjects will
receive first priority
BYU STUDIES is a serious venture into the study of the correlation
of revealed and discovered truth dedicated to the conviction that the
spiritual and the intellectual are complementary avenues of knowledge
BYU STUDIES welcomes articles from all fields of learning
they
should be written for the informed nonspecialist rather than the
specialized reader in the technical language of the field creative work
poetry short fiction drama are also welcomed
except for unusual cases contributions should not exceed 4000
manuwords approximately 15 double spaced typewritten pages
scripts should conform to the MLA style sheet and footnotes should
be placed on a separate page at the end of the article
each author will receive 20 off prints and three copies of the
number in which his contribution appears
send manuscripts to dr charles D tate jr editor BRIGHAM
YOUNG university STUDIES A 283 JKB brigham young university
provo utah 84601

subscriptions to BYU STUDIES cost 500
5.00
500 for four issues single
copies are 200
2.00
200 send subscriptions to publication sales department
205 UPB brigham young university provo utah 84601

IN THE WINTER ISSUE
ISRAEL IN CONFLICT

daniel H ludlow

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN BOOKSTORE
UTAH madeleine B stern

CONCEPT OF DEATH

THE

CASONA

IN THE

involvement
CENTERED curriculum

THE WHEEL IN ANCIENT AMERICA
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THEATRE

OF

H kay moon

MORMON POLITICAL
A TEACHER

SAVAGE AND OTTINGER OF

significant

OF THE BIBLE

ALEJANDRO

IN OHIO max H
B carmon hardy

parkin

paul R cheesman

TEXTS OF JOSEPH SMITHS INSPIRED VERSION

robert J matthews

LOOKING FORWARD TO THE SPRING ISSUE

the

entire spring issue will be dedicated to the study of
mormon history in new york guest edited by the institute of
mormon studies dr truman G madsen director
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